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The data on a large number of jet 
showers recently observed in nuclear 
emulsions and emulsion chambers have 
revealed the existence of a wide varie
ty in the angular distribution and the 
energy spectrum of secondary parti
cles.1>.2>,s>,'> From an analysis of this 

wide variety of jet showers, one can 
find striking properties of the multi
ple meson production, which, conse
quently, suggest a new model which 
seems to indicate a fundamental feature 
of the elementary particles. 

Fig. 1 illustrates several typical ex
amples of the log-tan{} plots of the 
angular distributions of jet showers 

observed by the Bristol group1> and 
the Chicago group.2>,s> Let us look for 
some kind of unit constituting the 
wide variety of the angular distri
bution observed. In the event 0 + 6p 
observed by the Bristol group, one 
notices that all shower particles are 
grouped in a narrow region of the 
log-tan{} plot; it suggests a strong 
correlation of secondary particles. Let 
us assume this grouping of secondary 
particles found in the event 0 + 6p as 
the typical example of the units which 
construct the angular distribution ob
served. Then, the distribution found 
in the other events in Fig. 1 is now 
interpreted as a composition of several 
groups of shower particles. More quan
titatively, we define the unit according 
to the following criterion, a group of 
secondary particles distributing in a 
narrow region of about a factor of 
3-5 in the log-tan tJ plot of the 
angular distribution. Fig. 1 shows 
identification of the unit made in this 
way. 

On the basis of this grouping of 
secondary particles of the jet showers, 
various features of the unit are 
studied.* There is a close resem
blance between the prong number dis
tribution of the unit and e>f P-P an
nihilation events,5> though the unit has 
a slightly longer tail in the distribution. 
The angular distribution of the shower 
particles in the rest system of the unit 
shows roughly the dipole-type radi
ation, sin2 tJ* dcosO* in the examination 

* For the experimental data adopted for our 
analysis and the detailed results, see S. Hase
gawa. INSJ No. 38. (1961) (Tokyo University). 
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Fig. 1. Some interesting examples of 
the " quantum ". 

the angular distribution which suggest the existence of 

'11.: Half angle determined with Castagonoli's method by each author. 
'1/o : Determination of the half-angle from the hypothesis of the symmetrical 

of the "quantum". 
emission 

by the method of F-plot,6> where {)* 

is the angle in the rest system of the 
unit; this shows the polarization char
acter of the unit with respect to the 
incident direction. One can also find 
that the distribution of the transverse 
momentum of secondary pions7l,BJ in jet 
showers is similar to the momentum 
spectrum of P-P annihilation events.6> 

The above considerations suggest 
the " quantum " hypothesis of the unit 
in log-tan IJ plot. _ An energy estimate 
for the mean internal energy of the 
"quantum " can be made by using 
the mean value of the transverse mo-

mentum observed, 0.3 Bev / c, and the 
mean prong number of a "quantum". 
The mean prong number in a " quan
tum " is found as 4. 7. Correcting for 
missing n°-mesons, we estimate that 
the mean number of emitted :<-mesons 
from a "quantum" is about 6. There
fore, the mean internal energy of the 
"quantum" is about 2Mc2-M is the 
nucleon rest mass. Thus the "quan
tum " may be considered to be com
posed of a baryon and an anti-baryon. 
The experimental evidence that about 
20% of the shower partiCles in jet 
showers are not pions8> shows that this 
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baryon is not always a nucleon but 
sometimes a hyperon. 

Thus, we can consider the following 
mechanism of the explosive meson 
production; at the moment of a violent 
collision of high energy, the emission 
of several polarized " quanta " takes 
place. This " quantum " can be identi
fied as a composite of a fundamental 
baryon and an anti-baryon. Later the 
"quantum" will turn into several 
pions and possibly to K-mesons. 

For the further study of the pro
duction mechanism of the " quantum " 
at a violent collision, one finds im
portant information from the Lorentz 
factor of the "quantum". The sym
metrical emission of " quanta " in 
forward and backward directions re
ferring to the C.M. system is found 
for most of the experimental data. 
The overall distribution of Lorentz
factor of the " quantum " in the C.M. 
system, rq, is expressed approximately 
as 1/fq· 

This relation is consistent with our 
knowledge that tLe angular distribution 
of secondary particles averaged over 
all jet showers is dcos1f/sin 11,8>. 9> where 
if is the emission angle in the C.M. 
system. The fine structure of the 
distribution of Lorentz-factor of the 
" quantum " will reveal some interest
ing unknown dynamics of the elemen
tary particles. 

Lastly, we examine the critical ener
gy at which the emission of the po
larized " quantum " takes place. A 
rough estimate shows that this critical 
energy is about rc-5. We remember 
that the change of normalized multi
plicity of secondary particles occurs 

at rc-8, as studied by Kaneko and 
Okazaki.10> Detailed discussions of this 
new model will be published succesi
vely. 

In conclusion, the author wishes to 
express his sincere thanks to Prof. Y. 
Fujimoto, Prof. G. Takeda, Prof. J. 
Nishimura, Dr. K. Niu and Dr. K. 
Yokoi for their helpful discussions 
and criticisms throughout this work. 
Especially, the author is much in
debted to Dr. K. Yokoi for his vanous 
contributions to this work. 
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